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ALL   ABOUT …
FRANCE

The ���m��e �� c���in����l.
Yo� c�� e�� c��i�s��� , bo���  �o�r��� an�
ra����u�l��.
The ���� ci���� ar� P��i� , Mar����le ���  L�on.
Yo� c�� �is�� �h�  Eiff�l  T��e� .
Yo� c�� �e�  D�s�e�l���  P�ri�.

Wil�  �he��  ��  go�� ��s�a���n�� in F���c�?
Vis�� ��!!
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ALL ABOUT…
UNITED STATES

The climate is tropical.
You can eat burgers,pizza and apple pie.
The main cities are New York, Los Angeles and Chicago.
You can see Central Park, Walt Disney World Resort and the
statue of libertate.

Will there be nice skyscrapers in the United States? VISIT IT!!
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All about…
Bulgary

The climate is a continental climate.
You can eat banitsa,kebapche,salata and rakia.
The main cities are Sofia,Plovdiv and Bucharest.
You can visit Sofia,Plovdiv and Blagoevgrad.
You can see a stadium, Roman theaters in Plovdiv
and Tsarevets.
Will there be mini cars in Bulgary?Visit it!!
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AL� ���UT …

TA����
The climate is subtropical.
You can eat soup, dumplings and beef noodles
The main cities are Taipei,Tai chung y Khaoshuing
You can visit the National Museum.
You can see Old Taiwan and also Tian Hou temple

Will there be nice food in Taiwan?
Visit it!!
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ALL ABOUT…
RUSSIA

The climate is humid continental.
You can eat pelmeni,varenie and vlini.

The main cities are Moscow, St. Petesburg and Novosibirsk.
You can visit the cathedral of San Basilio.
You can also see the red square.
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ALL ABOUT…

BRAZIL

The climate is equatorial and tropical.

You can eat brigadeiros and acarajé.

The main cities are São paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Brasilia.

You can visit Maracana stadium and you can see Cristo Redentor.

Wil� ther� b� ar� gallerie� i� Br�i� ?
Visi� i�!!
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ALL ABOUT…
ENGLAND

The climate is temperate.
You can eat
pancakes, shepherd and �sh.
The main cities are
London,Manchester and Liverpool.
You can visit London,Cambridge and
Liverpool.
You can see football
stadiums,swimming pools and also
the beach.

Will there be ferris wheels in
England? Visit it!!
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ALL ABOUT…
CHINA

The climate in China is tropical.
You can eat dumplings and Kung pao chicken.
The main city is Shanghai.
You can visit the Great Wall.
You can see the beautiful parks in China.

Will there be nice towns in China? Visit it!!
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ALL ABOUT…
ROMANIA

The climate is mild.
You can eat sarmale, corn flour and
bread.
The main cities are Bucarest and Sibiu.
You can visit Dracula’s castle.

Will there be tall buildings in Romania?
Visit it!!
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ALL ABOUT…
ITALY

The climate in Italy is mediterranean.

You can eat pizza, lasagne and also ribolleta.a

The main cities are Rome and Milan. a

You can also visit Pisa, Palermo and the Coliseum.

You can see many different tourist attractions.

Will there be famous shopping centers in Italy?
Visit it!!
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